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“The Mayor’s Fund for London is creating
routes out of poverty for London’s
most disadvantaged children. As London
Mayor, I’m proud to be Patron and urge
you to support its work.”

Boris Johnson, Mayor of London
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About us
Who we are
The Mayor’s Fund for London is an independent, non-political
charity with the Mayor of London as Patron. Our mission is
to improve the life chances and aspirations of disadvantaged
children, young people and their families in London.
What we do
Our approach is simple and effective: we target child poverty
by finding and funding the most effective projects in London
and partnering them to maximise impact. We raise the money,
contract the delivery, monitor and evaluate.
During 2011, we supported eight projects in seven of London’s
poorest boroughs: Tower Hamlets, Hackney, Islington, Newham,
Lambeth, Southwark and Lewisham.

“London’s future is in the hands of
its children – all of its children –
and the Mayor’s Fund for London
is determined to make that
future brighter.”
Tim Roberts
Chief Operating Officer,
Ignis Asset Management/Trustee
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The route to success
We believe the way out of poverty is a decent job. Our projects
help children and young people who are struggling at critical
points on their journey through life – so they can gain the
experience, qualifications and skills they need to get a decent job
when the time comes. We call this the route to success, and our
projects can be clearly plotted along it.

9,496 children and young people
were supported by our projects
last year, of which 1,972 received
one-to-one or intensive support.

The way
out of
poverty
Strong family
bonds

Ready to
start school

Ready for
big school

1
Pre-school
learning

2

3

4

Confident
readers and
writers

Mayor’s Fund for London projects
1. Unlocking Potential

5. It’s Your Life

2. Miss Dorothy

6. City Year London

3. The Place2Be Shoreditch Hub 7. Young London Working
4. Playing to Win
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Shoreditch Citizens
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15,000 parents and
carers have been
actively supported
through a range of
parental engagement
and support activities
in 2011.

A decent job,
a living wage

Growing
aspirations

A clear sense
of direction

6
5+ good
GCSEs

5
Good attendance
and behaviour

7

Further
education
and skills

“It is our responsibility to address and
find solutions to the endemic problem of
child poverty and help young people to
improve their lives.”
Natalie Livingstone
Journalist/Trustee
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How we work
We have four principles at the heart of our work. We build
our approach around these principles. They are what make
us different.

Evidence
Evidence is crucial. We use data on, for example,
demographics and educational attainment, to establish
priorities and decide which projects to support.

Partnerships
Partnerships are central. We work with communities,
delivery partners, funders, local government and more –
because no one wins unless we all win.

Making connections
We make connections – taking a holistic approach which
looks at relationships between, for example, housing,
educational achievement, health, and employability.

Getting things done
Implementation is critical. A good idea never changed anything
by itself. You need to put it into action. We work with our
delivery partners to measure and improve outcomes.

Annual Review 2011
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Evidence

Partnerships

Making connections

Getting things done

We start and finish with
evidence – to determine what
we do and how we work.
We identify the need we want to meet by methods such as
analysing demographics and educational attainment data and
mapping existing services.
Then we choose our delivery partners – the organisations we
will work with – using, for example, independently validated
statistical evidence to evaluate their track record.
Once projects start, we work with delivery partners to measure
outcomes, learn lessons, and constantly improve the way we
work together.

“We’re impressed by the Fund’s
focus on evidence – it’s what
makes its case so compelling.”
Lesley King-Lewis
Director, Man Group plc Charitable Trust/Trustee
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London boroughs (Hackney,
Tower Hamlets, Newham
and Islington) are in the top
10 most deprived boroughs
in England.
Working with
projects supporting
good evidence of
success means we can
increase the impact
of projects that we
know already work.
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Evidence

Partnerships

Making connections

Getting things done

Evaluating our success
Because evidence is central to our approach, we commissioned
New Philanthropy Capital (NPC) to carry out an independent
review over two years, which resulted in an evaluation of our
model. At the end of 2011, NPC delivered its final report.
We are delighted that the report is very positive and
demonstrates that our programme is creating value. A large
amount of that value can be attributed to our four principles.
We can demonstrate that the lessons learned from the
evaluation have been successfully incorporated into our work
and that they are being applied as we expand.

80%

of children with
behavioural problems
at the age of five go
on to develop more
serious forms of antisocial behaviour.

Children in reception at William Tyndale Primary School, Islington.

“The Mayor’s Fund approach is designed to
ensure charitable giving is as useful as possible,
and opportunities are not missed because of
the way it is distributed.”
Angela Kail
New Philanthropy Capital
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Unlocking Potential

The Place2Be Shoreditch Hub

5-7 year olds get back on track

Counselling supports learning

Early intervention is vital if children who fall behind at
school are to get back on track as soon as possible.

Children with emotional difficulties often fail to thrive
at school, threatening their long term chances of
making a success of their lives.

Our Unlocking Potential project combines intensive
literacy and numeracy support alongside family
support for the lowest achieving five- to seven-yearolds and their families.
During 2011, 138 children received one-to-one
support in numeracy and literacy and 275 families
received emotional and practical support.
Unlocking Potential, delivered in partnership with
Every Child a Chance and School-Home Support, has
been thoroughly evaluated against a control group
and is proven to work. In 2011, 82% of children on
the project showed academic improvement.

Zufana Goring-Prince, School-Home
Support Practitioner, working with pupils
at Burbage Primary School, Hackney.

The Place2Be Shoreditch Hub is a counselling
service for primary school children whose
emotional problems are interfering with their
learning. Counsellors work with the family,
seeking to intervene early before more serious
problems develop.
With our support, Place2Be counsellors worked with
705 children and their families during 2011. Teachers
reported that 62% of the children concentrated
better in class as a result, with 56% showing a
measurable improvement in academic attainment.

“The therapeutic approach of
The Place2Be enables our pupils
to achieve well and the school to
raise standards.”
Nora Flatley
Head Teacher, Blessed Sacrament RC Primary School, Islington

“When I come and talk
about my problems, it’s
like a weight has been
lifted from me.”
Jane, age 11
Annual Review 2011
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Evidence

Partnerships

Making connections

Getting things done

Improving the life chances of
London’s children is a team game.
We work in partnership with communities, delivery partners,
other funders, local government, research agencies and central
government, because no one wins unless we all win.
In particular, we work in partnership with families – listening
and learning from their priorities, opinions and experiences.

71

schools work with us to
deliver our eight projects.
“Without my School-Home
Support worker I would have
been lost and my son would
have fallen behind in his
learning.”
Sarah, Islington

Sustainable, positive
change comes about
through working in
partnership across the
community.
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Evidence

Partnerships

Making connections

“We recognise the
invaluable work of the
Mayor’s Fund for London
and are delighted to be able
to support. One of Barclays’
priorities is to work with
our charitable partners to
identify how we can best
add real value and positive
sustainable impact in our
communities.”

Getting things done

Shoreditch Citizens

Speaking with one voice
Shoreditch Citizens connects individuals and organisations within
a community to help make their voices heard, set their own
agenda and create local and national change.
Launched in 2011 in partnership with London Citizens,
Shoreditch Citizens helps us understand the key issues facing
local people. In our area, these have been identified as poor
housing conditions, street safety, access to educational and
employment opportunities, and the living wage for local jobs.
With our support, Shoreditch Citizens has helped 120 local
people find living wage jobs, and secured £500,000 to get rid of
severe damp on four blocks on three estates in Shoreditch.

Wendy Lloyd
Head of Community Investment, Barclays

Working with the local community
ensures that local priorities are reflected
in the development of our strategy to
fight child poverty in London.
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Playing to Win

More positive thanks to sport
Sport is a superb way to motivate children to change their
behaviour and engage with learning.
Our Playing to Win project, delivered with Greenhouse,
empowers young people in London’s most disadvantaged
communities to realise their potential through high quality,
intensive table tennis and dance programmes, delivered by
inspirational coaches.
When surveyed, 96.5% of children said they feel more positive
about themselves as a result of Playing to Win.
Children say they are happier, more confident, fitter and
healthier, and have more friends than when they started. This
is despite a third usually having been referred to the project
because of behaviour and attendance problems.

Dance and table tennis at the Bridge Academy,
Hackney.

96.5%

of children said they feel more
positive about themselves after
attending Playing to Win.

“I could have easily got into
trouble at school. I saw it
happen to my friends. Getting
involved with sport has kept
me on the right track.”
Darius, age 14
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Evidence

Partnerships

Making connections

Getting things done

Housing, education, health,
employability – poverty affects
them all in different ways and
combinations.
Poverty affects different areas of life, for example housing,
education, health, and employability, in different combinations.
But the services designed to support families are often not
joined up. Too often they tackle problems in isolation.
At the Mayor’s Fund for London, our approach is holistic.
We look for connections, and link up with other services and
projects, because that way we can achieve greater impact.

“The Mayor’s Fund for
London is one of the best
examples I know of joinedup thinking when it comes
to fighting child poverty in
London. I am proud to be
a Trustee.”
Bob Diamond
Chief Executive, Barclays/Trustee

Reception at Burbage Primary School, Hackney.

44%

of children in our seven boroughs live
in overcrowded housing – over three
times the national average.
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Evidence

Partnerships

Making connections

Getting things done

It’s Your Life

More confident, more motivated
It’s Your Life combines high quality education support
programmes with family guidance – to help young people aged
14-16 who are at risk of exclusion.
Research shows that young people from prosperous areas are
47% more likely to get five or more GCSEs than young people
from deprived areas.
It’s Your Life, delivered in partnership with Globetown Learning
Community, creates more confident and motivated young
people who stay at school and engage with learning.
During 2011, all of the young people on It’s Your Life reported
improvements in motivation, confidence and well being. Each
achieved five or more GCSEs and all have now moved on to
further education.

70%

of pupils permanently
excluded from school
have difficulties in basic
literacy skills.

“If I wasn’t part of It’s Your Life,
I wouldn’t have finished school.”
Taylor, 15 (above), whose brother and sister were
taken into care when she was in year 10
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Miss Dorothy

Feeling safer, learning better
Children cannot learn unless they feel safe. The Miss Dorothy
programme educates children aged 7-11 on how to keep safe
and manage the risks they may face at school, home, in their
community and online.
Miss Dorothy, delivered with Kids Taskforce, creates a ‘whole
community’ approach to teaching children about personal safety,
bringing outside experts such as police officers, firefighters and
representatives from the business world into the classroom.
More than 30 schools have joined the Miss Dorothy programme,
based around cartoon character ‘Dot Com’, which now benefits
more than 5,000 children a year.
Miss Dorothy addresses
serious issues such as
bullying and carrying
weapons. Lessons are
fun and are delivered
in a classroom
environment where
children feel safe to
explore their feelings.

“The Mayor’s Fund for
London takes the long
term view and tackles
child poverty at its roots.”
Stephen O’Brien
Trustee

“Working with Miss Dorothy will
teach us how to help others as
she does, understand how people
feel and why they get upset.”
Jennifer, age 9, English Martyrs School, Tower Hamlets
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Evidence

Partnerships

Making connections

Getting things done

A good idea can change nothing
unless it is put into action well.
We work closely with our delivery partners from the moment
a project starts, because even the most well-researched project
can still fail unless implemented properly.
We know that not everything can work first time, especially
with projects that are trying to tackle deep-rooted and difficult
challenges.
But by working closely with our partners we maximise the
chances of success – constantly seeking ways to improve and
deliver greater impact.

“The support from the Mayor’s Fund for
London has enabled It’s Your Life to be
so much more effective in changing the
lives of young people.”
Jackie Barnes
CEO, Globetown Learning Community

Wendy Phillips from Kids Taskforce
delivering a parent workshop on
internet safety.

54.3%

of children in our seven
boroughs have English as
an additional language.
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Making connections

Getting things done

City Year London

Volunteers in schools
City Year London offers young people aged 18-24 the chance
to volunteer full time in primary schools for a year.
This corps of volunteers act as tutors, mentors and role models
to children in inner city schools. City Year aims to break the
cycle of low aspiration and achievement.
In 2011, 2,000 children have been supported by a corps
member with 1,038 of those children receiving intensive oneto-one support.
An independent evaluation shows that City Year is helping
children to improve their attendance, behaviour and
educational attainment.
Young people who
join City Year become
agents of change who
are deployed as tutors,
mentors and above all
role models in schools
and communities.

“Our children gain a fantastic amount…
the chance to get their self-esteem,
and therefore their life chances,
enhanced even further was too good
an opportunity to miss.”
Janet Sheehan
Head Teacher, St Anne’s Catholic Primary School, Tower Hamlets
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Young London Working

Creating clear routes into work
When researching the employment market, we found that young
people often struggled to identify the best route to a decent job.
There was so much choice and little guidance.
Young London Working endeavours to link young people to
viable employment projects.
Launched in 2011 in Shoreditch with delivery partner Working
Links, the project has already succeeded in referring over 300
young people to providers for assessment, and placed 100 in jobs
or apprenticeships.
Young London Working was created in partnership with
Goldman Sachs, which funds the project and has offered business
skills and expertise to bring it to life. Alongside Goldman Sachs,
MITIE and Westfield sit on the Stakeholder Board.

The way out of poverty is a
decent job. Young London
Working offers clear paths
into real employment for
young people.

“Goldman Sachs is proud to
partner with the Mayor’s
Fund for London to create
Young London Working.”
Michelle Pinggera
Chief of Staff for Europe, Middle East and Africa,
Goldman Sachs International/Trustee

100

young people found
jobs or apprenticeships
through Young London
Working in its first year.
Annual Review 2011
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Our eyes are
focused on the
future too…
“I look for projects that affect
many lives at low cost. I
like to invest in what I call
‘transformational’ charities.”
Lord Fink
Chief Executive, International Standard
Asset Management/Trustee

Our next generation of projects will
focus on primary school children
Our next three year campaign will combine and enhance the
work of the innovative Magic Breakfast with the renowned and
long-established Volunteer Reading Help.
Working together, Magic Breakfast and Volunteer Reading Help
will provide free healthy breakfasts in schools as well as volunteer
reading coaches for children who are struggling with literacy.

A child who’s fallen
behind in learning by
age 11 is unlikely ever
to catch up.

We will work with both these fantastic partners not only to focus
on the most disadvantaged schools but also to improve their
impact and sustainability.
Hungry children cannot learn and are more likely to be disruptive
and fall behind in their learning. Over 5,000 children across the
seven poorest boroughs of London will benefit as a result of this
innovative and integrated campaign.

Bringing Magic Breakfast
and Volunteer Reading
Help together will help
increase their London
impact and improve
their sustainability.
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32%

of London’s children
go to school without
breakfast, some not
having eaten since
lunch the day before.

It costs just 22p to
provide a child with
breakfast. Magic Breakfast
provides fuel for learning.

Magic Breakfast
This inspirational charity, founded by Carmel McConnell, is
based on the simple premise that children cannot learn if they
are hungry.
Magic Breakfast provides children with a nutritional healthy
breakfast before they start school in the morning.
To date they have worked with over 6,000 children and are
dedicated to the eradication of child hunger in the morning.
They work closely with their partner schools to find long
term solutions.

“This fantastic partnership with
the Mayor’s Fund will enable
us to provide free breakfast
to children in 50 London
primary schools – in every one
of which over 50% of pupils
receive free school meals.”
Carmel McConnell
Founder, Magic Breakfast
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Volunteer Reading Help
For 40 years, Volunteer Reading Help has been providing schools
with volunteers to help read with children and tackle illiteracy in
schools.
They believe that every child deserves the opportunity to
develop to their full potential and literacy is essential to achieving
this in both education and in life.
Over the course of the project, more than 2,000 children will
receive one-to-one literacy support from 460 reading helpers.

1 in 5

This vision fits perfectly with our vision of the route to success. It
addresses the importance of good literacy as key to reaching the
ultimate long term goal of a decent job.

children leave primary
school with literacy
skills below the
expected standard.
“Our partnership with
the Mayor’s Fund will
increase our impact in
London enormously.”
Sue Porto
CEO, Volunteer Reading Help

Our partnership with
Volunteer Reading
Help builds on the
Evening Standard’s
‘Get London Reading’
campaign.

‘‘The Mayor’s Fund for London
works to raise money from
the wealth generating part of
London and invests in projects
that are proven to make a real
difference to London’s children.’’
Baroness Sally Morgan
Trustee

Annual Review 2011
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Financial statements
Summary financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2011
Total income

£1.98 million
2011

Total expenditure

£1.91million
Surplus for the year

£65,864
The Fund received a total income of £1.98 million
for the year. Donations represented £1.85 million,
£0.83 million of which was restricted to specific
projects.
During 2011 we were fortunate in obtaining
support in the development and delivery of
our programme as well as our fundraising and
governance through donated services with an
estimated value of £0.13 million.
Our investment income for 2011 was £861.

2010

Total income

£1.69 million
Total expenditure

£1.42 million
Surplus for the year

£271,066

In addition, the Fund facilitated a total of
£0.25 million funding through partnership
arrangements with funders who contribute to one
or more of the Fund’s specific projects but choose
to provide some or all of their actual funding direct
to the projects. Total income received plus funding
through partnership arrangements therefore
totalled £2.23 million for the year.
We spent £1.74 million during 2011 on our projects
with £0.17 million spent on other costs consisting
primarily of staff, office rental and running costs.
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A message from our Chair

2011 has been an amazing year. Not only have we continued to
deliver our programme with great results, we have also expanded.
We launched Young London Working, a £1.5 million project,
which over the next three years should help 2,000 young people
into work.
Our fantastic founding Chairman, Sir Trevor Chinn, stood down
in the summer. His vision and guidance have given the Fund an
extremely successful start. As incoming Chair I am proud to be
working with our dedicated Trustees and staff team to build on
his great work.
We have ambitious plans for the future too, working with
Volunteer Reading Help and Magic Breakfast in 2012 and beyond.
At the end of the initial phase, we plan to extend these projects
across London.

“Without the generosity of
our benefactors we could
not continue our vital work.
Thanks to the commitment
of our Trustees who cover
our overheads, every penny
we raise goes directly to our
projects. A big thank you
to you all.”

It is truly a busy and exciting time for the Mayor’s Fund, with so
much to do this coming year. I look forward to the Mayor’s Fund
continuing its good work, and hope that others too will join us as
we fight child poverty.

Paulette Rowe
Chair, Mayor’s Fund for London
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A big thank you
We could not exist without the vision and generosity of our benefactors.
Their support enables us to transform the lives of children across the
capital and sets an example to others to follow.

We would like to sincerely thank all those who donated during 2011:
The 1970’s Trust
AstraZeneca
Aviva
Barbara & Stanley Fink Foundation
Barclays
Berkeley Homes
BGC Brokers
Sir Trevor Chinn, CVO
Clifford Chance
Richard Desmond
The Diamond Family Foundation
Goldman Sachs International
Heidrick & Struggles
Helical Bar Plc
London Launch
Man Group Plc Charitable Trust
The McGrath Trust
Nexen Petroleum UK Limited
32	

Nomura Charitable Trust
Northern Trust
Prudential
The QCA
Roast Restaurant
Michael Sherwood
Simmons & Simmons
South London Business
Wates Family Enterprise Trust
Visionary benefactors who make leadership
gifts in excess of £1 million are invited
to play an important strategic role in
the development of the Fund’s work in
recognition of their support. They are:
Barclays
Goldman Sachs International
www.mayorsfundforlondon.org.uk

Benefactors’ Club
All major donors are members of our
Benefactors’ Club which is designed to
honour those individual and corporate
benefactors who have provided generous
philanthropic funding of over £15,000
per year.
There are three levels of membership:
Standard member: Over £15,000
Silver member: Over £50,000
Gold member: Over £250,000
Gold members
Barbara and Stanley Fink Foundation
Barclays
Sir Trevor Chinn, CVO
Goldman Sachs International
The McGrath Trust
Man Group Plc Charitable Trust
Michael Sherwood
Silver members
AstraZeneca
Berkeley Group
BGC Partners
Clifford Chance
The Diamond Family Foundation
Garfield Weston Foundation
Nomura Charitable Trust
Square Mile

We would also like to express our
gratitude to everyone who has supported
us during 2011 by donating their time,
skills or services:
Caswell Consulting
Heidrick & Struggles
Hill & Knowlton
MITIE
Olswang
Roast Restaurant
Tanya Baxter Contemporary/
Kings Road Gallery
Sincere thanks to our special advisers:
Maggie Abrahams
John Fenner, OBE
Vagn Hansen
Iain Herbertson
Thank you to the students and staff at
William Tyndale and Hugh Myddelton
Primary Schools, and the Bridge Academy
for allowing us to photograph them.

Standard members
Aviva
Richard Desmond
Heidrick & Struggles
Investream
Nexen Petroleum UK Ltd
Northern Trust
Peter Cruddas Foundation
Prudential UK & Europe
Roast Restaurant
The Savoy
Simmons & Simmons
Wates Family Enterprise Trust
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So that’s our story told for 2011.
But we need your help to make
an even bigger difference.
With your support we can invest in projects with a proven
track record of success that meet the needs of London’s most
disadvantaged children.
Make a gift to us and your money will work hard and get results.
We have a small central team who raise the money, develop the
programmes, contract the delivery, monitor and evaluate.
All of our central costs are covered by our Trustees, meaning
every additional pound we raise goes directly to our programme.
We are excited and optimistic about the next chapter and we
really want you to be a part of it.
So go on, pick up your pencil and help us to re-write the
future for thousands of London’s children.

Get involved
To get involved, please contact:
Luke Purser, Director of Fundraising
lpurser@mayorsfundforlondon.org.uk
020 7983 5704
Liz Reid, Relationship Manager
lreid@mayorsfundforlondon.org.uk
020 7983 4611

Give online now at: www.mayorsfundforlondon.org.uk
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“The Fund understands
how to make a
difference to London’s
poorest children and
young people.”
Iqbal Wahhab, OBE
Founder, Roast Restaurant/Trustee

“The Fund is a safe pair of hands, investing in
projects that have a proven track record and
make a sustainable difference to London’s future.”
Harvey McGrath
Chairman, Prudential/Trustee

Mayor’s Fund for London
City Hall
The Queen’s Walk
More London
London SE1 2AA
020 7983 4051
info@mayorsfundforlondon.org.uk
www.mayorsfundforlondon.org.uk
Company number: 6621189
Registered Charity Number: 1124833
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